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INTRODUCTION 
The City of Utica, New York, in partnership with the Utica Industrial Development Agency, hereby requests 
proposals from qualified parties for the sale of real property commonly referred to as the ‘Utica Historic 
Marina’.  Located on the east side of North Genesee Street, between the Mohawk River and the Erie Canal, the 
building was constructed in 2001 with the intent that it be operated as a seasonal, City-managed facility 
welcoming Canal boaters with the facilities and services typical of marinas (boat docks, tie-offs, showers, gas, 
pump-outs, electrical hook-ups, etc.).  At the same time, the facility was meant to showcase the City of Utica and 
encourage boaters to visit the many land-based tourist attractions, along with the various shops and 
restaurants, available in the Greater Utica area. 
 
In the fifteen years since its opening, however, the City of Utica has acknowledged that the original intent to 
operate the building as a marina remains unfulfilled and that the use of the facility has now morphed into a 
year-round restaurant and banquet space.  As the City has no interest in competing with the private sector, 
proposals consistent with this Request For Proposals (RFP) are now being entertained for the possible sale of the 
‘Utica Historic Marina’. 
 
Given the involvement of the Utica Industrial Development Agency, the sale of this property will be carried out 
in compliance with Section 2897 – Disposal of Public Authority Property of Article 9, Title 5-A of the NY Public 
Authorities Law and with the Utica Industrial Development Agency’s Property Disposition Policy.  Additionally, 
the disposition process shall be conducted under the supervision and direction of the Contracting Officer of the 
Utica Industrial Development Agency. 
 

PROPERTY DETAILS 
Situated on the south bank of the Erie Canal, the ‘Utica Historic Marina’ boasts a strategic location along this 
important waterway between Sylvan Beach and Oneida Lake to the west and Albany and its confluence with the 
Hudson River to the east (see Figure 1 below for site map).   
 

 

  FIGURE 1 – City of Utica map 
 

Utica Historic Marina 
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The entire marina facility that is the subject of this RFP includes the following: 

 the 8,000 square-foot, two-story marina building that is currently home to Aqua Vino restaurant; 

 the docking, bulkhead wall, concrete promenade and covered patio along the Erie Canal; 

 an improved surface parking lot with thirty-one parking spaces; 

 a portion of the grassy field/gravel lot within Harbor Lock Road. 
 
A detailed survey of the entire facility is included in Exhibit A. 
 
The marina building was constructed by Charles A. Gaetano Construction Corporation.  Built on a mat 
foundation with large retaining walls, the building utilizes structural steel for the frame with brick masonry on all 
four exterior walls.  The roofing system is comprised of wood trusses and asphalt shingles.  The building is 
serviced with a single passenger elevator. 
 
The upper level of the building (its second story) is at the same grade as the parking lot.  Virtually the entire 
upper level is dedicated to an open, single room that is currently utilized for meeting and banquet space, save 
for men’s and women’s bathrooms at the western end of the space.  Access to the passenger elevator requires 
entry into the banquet space, though current and previous lessees of the building have used room dividers to 
separate the banquet attendees from the general public using the elevator to access the first floor of the 
building.  A floor plan for the building is included in Exhibit B and photographs of the building, both interior and 
exterior, are included in Exhibit C. 
 
The facility’s lower level (its first story) is currently occupied by Aqua Vino, a restaurant that leases the building 
from the City; a copy of the lease agreement between the City of Utica and the owners of Aqua Vino is included 
in Exhibit D.  As evidenced by the building floor plans and the photographs in Exhibits B and C respectively, the 
lower level is comprised of a small bar, a dining room and the standard back-of-the-house spaces for freezers, 
refrigerators, storage, kitchen and food preparation. 
 
Additionally, it should be noted that a Zagster station currently occupies space at the entrance to the upper level 
of the Marina, given the proximity of the Marina to the statewide Canal trail.  The City has an annual contract 
with Zagster for this particular location that expires every year in July.  One of the conditions of the sale of the 
Marina will be that the Zagster station is allowed to stay until July 2019. 
 
It is important to note for the purposes of this RFP that the marina was constructed by the City of Utica on land 
leased to the City from the State of New York/Canal Corporation.  In 2017, the City began working with the Canal 
Corporation to acquire the land in order to create the valuable, salable property which is the subject of this RFP; 
that transfer was finalized recently at a cost of $50,000 to the Utica Industrial Development Agency which is to 
be reimbursed to the Agency from the proceeds of the sale. 
 

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
All proposals shall fully and completely address each of the items listed and described below.  Please submit an 
appropriate level of detail for each item to allow for adequate review and evaluation of your proposal. 
 

 Cover Letter 

 Bid Amount 

 Identification of Bidder, including disclosure of all partners 

 Bidder Qualifications 

 Proposed Vision 

 Financial Capability 
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Cover Letter 
The proposal must include a cover letter signed by a principal or officer authorized to represent the attached 
proposal on behalf of the bidder. 
 

Bid Amount 
The proposal must include a bid amount for the property; said bid amount shall be an all-cash purchase price 
offer.   For the purposes of this sale, the City of Utica, in partnership with the Utica Industrial Development 
Agency, has established an undisclosed reserve.  Failure of any and all bids to meet or exceed the reserve shall 
result in immediate rejection of the bids in question. 
 
Additionally, a refundable deposit of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) in the form of a cashier’s check shall be 
attached to each proposal, made out to the Utica Industrial Development Agency.  Only the successful Bidder’s 
check will be deposited; all others shall be returned.  The deposit of the successful bidder shall be credited to 
the purchase price at closing.  Should a sale of the property to the successful bidder fail to be consummated, the 
costs incurred by the City of Utica and the Utica Industrial Development Agency following approval of the sale by 
both entities will be reimbursed from the deposit; all remaining funds will be refunded. 
 
In order to better inform potential respondents regarding the manner by which the City, in partnership with the 
Utica Industrial Development Agency, arrived at its undisclosed reserve, a copy of the latest appraisal for the 
property in question is attached in Exhibit E.  
 

Identification of Bidder 
Each proposal shall include a complete disclosure of the Bidder’s entity (i.e., corporation, partnership, joint 
venture, etc.) and identification of all parties, individuals or entities, having a beneficial interest in the proposal.  
Additionally, the proposal shall identify any relationship that the Bidder may have with a parent corporation, 
subsidiaries, joint ventures or other entities.  If a joint venture is proposed as the Bidder, the proposal shall 
detail the percentage of ownership of each entity shall be specified and all relationships relative to this 
particular proposal (financial, liability, decision-making and otherwise) shall be fully described. 
 

Bidder Qualifications 
The ability of the Bidder to own, operate and manage a facility of this size is of particular interest to the City of 
Utica and the Utica Industrial Development Agency, particularly given its potential to grow the facility and offer 
considerably more services to boaters on the Canal than the City was historically able to offer.  Experience in 
development and management of marina-style facilities will be viewed positively. 
 
To that end, each proposal shall include a comprehensive list of all relevant development projects in which the 
Bidder and proposed associates have participated.  The proposal shall also describe the relationship of the 
Bidder or the proposed associate to the listed projects (i.e., developer, owner, operator, manager, etc.) and 
indicate the location, size and scale of each listed project. 
 

Proposed Vision 
In the right hands, the Utica Historic Marina holds tremendous potential to offer so much more to boaters along 
the Canal as well as to local and regional residents.  For boaters, the Marina will be the first impression that 
many of them have of the City of Utica.  For that reason alone, the evaluation of all proposals received in 
response to this RFP will be weighted heavily on the Bidder’s short- and long-range vision for the facility and the 
investments that are proposed in order to bring that vision to fruition. 
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Each proposal shall describe, in detail, the Bidder’s vision for the future utilization of the property.  Additionally, 
each proposal shall list the improvements planned for the facility, an estimated total cost for such 
improvements and a schedule for when said improvements could be expected to be completed. 
 

Financial Capability 
For each of the principal parties comprising the proposed Bidder team, each proposal shall include the following: 

 A certified financial statement for each of the principal parties of the Bidder, current within six months 
or, upon request, an audited statement current within twelve months; 

 A list of names and addresses of bank(s) and/or other financial institution(s) references; 

 A statement indicating how the Bidder proposes to finance the purchase and future development of the 
property, describing the proposed source and amount of equity investment and the proposed source of 
financing, including probable terms and conditions of the financing. 

 A statement indicating whether any member of the Bidder’s team, its officers or partners has ever 
declared bankruptcy.  If so, state the date, court jurisdiction and amount of liabilities and assets.  
Additionally, the statement shall indicate whether any member of the Bidder’s team, its officers or 
partners has ever lost a property to tax foreclosure in the City of Utica, is in arrears on current property 
tax payments to the point of facing imminent tax foreclosure or has an ownership interest in real 
property within the City of Utica that is noncompliant with property maintenance codes. 

 
One (1) hardcopy of the proposal and 1 electronic copy of the full proposal in PDF are to be submitted to the 
following address: 

 
City of Utica 
Board of Contract & Supply 
Attn: Mr. J. Michael Mahoney – Board Secretary 
One Kennedy Plaza 
Utica, New York 13502 

 
Proposals are to be submitted no later than 3:00 PM local time on Thursday, September 6, 2018.  The envelope 
of the submitted hardcopy shall clearly state “Utica Historic Marina Acquisition Proposal”.  Only those proposals 
received prior to the date and time indicated above will be considered; all other responses will be returned 
unopened.  All proposals must remain firm for a period of not less than ninety (90) days after September 6, 
2018.  All proposals become the property of the City of Utica and the Utica Industrial Development Agency upon 
submission and will not be returned. 
 

INQUIRIES 
Inquiries regarding this Request For Proposals shall be directed in writing to: 
 

City of Utica 
Department of Urban & Economic Development 
Attn: Mr. Brian Thomas, AICP – Commissioner of Urban & Economic Development 
One Kennedy Plaza 
Utica, New York 13502 
Fax: 315-797-6607 
E-Mail: bthomas@cityofutica.com 
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All inquiries shall be made in writing and submitted to the above contact no later than 4:30 PM on Tuesday, 
August 28th.  Responses to all inquiries will likewise be made in writing and posted on the City’s website:  
http://www.cityofutica.com. 
 
All inquiries regarding this Request For Proposals shall be made according to the protocol detailed above.  Any 
attempts to make inquiries or contact with officials or personnel of the City of Utica or the Utica Industrial 
Development Agency or the owners of the Aqua Vino restaurant will not receive a response. 
 

SCHEDULE 
The anticipated schedule for the conveyance of this property is as follows: 
 
Advertisement and release of the RFP     Monday, July 30, 2018 
Mandatory Pre-Proposal Walk-Through     Friday, August 17, 2018; 10 AM 
Deadline for submission of questions in writing    Tuesday, August 28, 2018, 4:30 PM 
Proposal Submission Deadline      Thursday, September 6, 2018; 3:00 PM 
Possible interview(s) with short-list of respondents   Week of September 24, 2018 
Review/Approval by Utica Board of Estimate & Apportionment  Early October 
Review /Approval by Utica Industrial Development Agency  Early November 
 

MANDATORY PRE-PROPOSAL WALK-THROUGH 
A Pre-proposal walk-through of the building has been scheduled for Friday, August 17, 2018 at 10 AM to provide 
an opportunity for potential respondents to personally view all aspects of the property.  During this walk-
through, City and Utica Industrial Development Agency staff will review the RFP document and respond to 
questions regarding the requirements of the RFP, which will later be posted to the web page referenced above.  
Attendance at this walk-through is mandatory.  Attendees should bring their own copy of the RFP as no copies 
will be made available at the walk-through. 
 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
The selection of the successful Bidder will be based on the following criteria, listed in no particular order: 

 Completeness of the proposal in its response to this Request For Proposals; 

 Purchase price offered for the property; 

 Financial capability of Bidder; 

 Short- and long-range vision for the property; 

 Ability of Bidder to implement vision 
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Exhibit A – Property survey 
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Exhibit B – Building Floor Plans 
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NOTE:  These plans were part of the original set of construction drawings; alterations and/or changes in 
intended use of spaces have likely occurred since construction was completed. 
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Exhibit C - Photographs 
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View of south face of marina from parking lot View of parking lot from upper level of marina 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
View of outdoor stairs to lower level of marina View of covered patio area along bulkhead wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
View east along bulkhead wall View of Erie Canal from west side of upper level 
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View of entrance and rear wall of elevator shaft View of upper level from SE corner 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
View of upper level from NE corner View of upper level from NW corner 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
View of upper level from SW corner View of elevator doors on upper level 
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View of lower level from elevator View of Aqua Vino restaurant 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  
View of back-of-the-house prep/storage area View of back-of-the-house sink/dishwasher area 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
View of back-of-the-house food prep area View of back-of-the-house food prep/storage area 
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Exhibit D – Aqua Vino Lease 
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Exhibit E - Appraisal 
 



DONATO REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL & CONSULTING 

REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS - NEGOTIATIONS - RELOCATIONS

641 James Street, Utica, New York 13501

Telephone       Fax
(315)798-1010       (315)798-1105

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SUMMARY APPRAISAL REPORT

PREPARED FOR

City of Utica
Corporation Counsel

1 Kennedy Plaza
Utica, NY 

PROPERTY ADDRESS

Aqua Vino Restaurant
Harbor Lock Road

City of Utica, County of Oneida
State of New York

DATE OF INSPECTION: July 13, 2018
DATE OF VALUATION: July 13, 2018

DATE OF REPORT: July 13, 2018

PREPARED BY

Frank Donato
NYS Certified General Real Estate Appraiser

License #46-22996



DONATO REAL ESTATE APPRISAL & CONSULTING
641 James Street

Utica, New York 13501
(315) 798-1010

July 3, 2018

Kate Hartnett, Esq.
City of Utica
Corporation Counsel
1 Kennedy Plaza
Utica, NY 

Re:  Appraisal Report - Aqua Vino Restaurant 
                                     Harbor Lock Road
                                     Utica, New York 
                                    Tax Map Number - 307.17-1-16

Dear Ms Hartnett:

At your request, I have inspected and appraised the above property. The
purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the leased fee market value as of July 13,
2018. The function of the appraisal is to determine a market value for possible sale.

It is our opinion and conclusion that the leased fee estate of the herein
described property as of July 13, 2018 is $ 385,000.

      This transmittal letter is followed by the certification of the appraisers and a 
complete summary appraisal report further describing the subject property and
containing the reasoning and conclusions leading to the final estimate of value.

Sincerely:

Frank Donato                                                                      
N. Y. S. Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Cert # 46-22996



UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

The appraisal report has been made with the following assumptions and limiting
conditions:

1.    It is assumed that the legal description as obtained from public records is correct. 
No  responsibility is assumed for matters legal in nature, and title to the property is
assumed to be good and marketable unless otherwise stated.

2.    Unless otherwise stated, the property is appraised free and clear of any or all
liens or  encumbrances.

3.    Information, estimates and opinions furnished to the Appraiser, and contained in
the report, were obtained from sources considered reliable and believed to be true
and correct. However, no responsibility for accuracy of such items furnished the
Appraiser can be assumed by the Appraiser.

4.   The plot plans and exhibits in this report are included only to assist the reader in
visualizing  the property.  I have made no engineering survey of the property.

5.   Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not carry with it the right of
publication nor may it be used for any purpose by any but the client without the
previous consent of the appraiser and then only with proper qualifications.

6.  The appraiser herein by reason of this appraisal is not required to give future
consultation, testimony, or be in attendance in court with reference to the property in
question unless arrangements have been previously made.

7.  The distribution, if any, of the total valuation in this report between land and
improvements applies only under the stated program of utilization.  The separate
valuations for land and  buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other
appraisal and are invalid if so used.

8.  Unless otherwise stated, personal property has not been included in this report.

9.   Disclosure of the contents of this report is governed by the Bylaws and
Regulations of the Appraisal Foundation.  Neither all nor any part of the contents of
this  report shall be disseminated to the public without the written approval of the
author.

10. I assume that after a visual inspection, there are no hidden or unapparent
conditions of the property, including the mechanical equipment, subsoil or structures
which would render the property more or less valuable.  I assume no responsibility for
such conditions or for engineering which might be required to discover such factor.
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11.   Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which
may or may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser.  The
appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. 
The appraiser, however,  is not qualified to detect such substances.  The presence of
substances such as asbestos,   urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, or other
potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property.  The value
estimate is predicted on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the
property that would cause a loss in value.  No responsibility is assumed for any such
conditions, or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. 
The client is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired.

12.  Neither all, nor any part of the content of the report, or copy thereof (including
conclusions as to the property value, the identity of the Appraiser, professional
designations, reference to  any professional appraisal organizations, or the firm with
which the Appraiser is connected),  shall be used for any purpose by anyone but the
client specified in the report, the borrower if appraisal fee paid by same, the mortgage
or its successors and assigns, mortgage insurers, consultants, professional appraisal
organizations, any state or federally approved financial institution, any department,
agency, or instrumentality of United States or any state or the  District of Columbia,
without the previous written consent of the Appraiser; nor shall it be conveyed by
anyone to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales, or other media,
without the written consent and approval of the Appraiser.

13. The appraisal may be subject to change upon more information becoming
available regarding the subject property and the existing lease. 
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CERTIFICATION AND STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS

CERTIFICATION    I Certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:

 -the statements of fact contained in this report are true and accurate.

-the report analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal , impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

-I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this
report and no personal interest with the parties involved.

-I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to
the parties involved with this assignment

-my engagement is this assignment was not contingent upon developing or
reporting predetermined results.

-my compensation or completion of this assignment is not contingent upon the
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in the value that favors
the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion , the attainment of a stipulated
result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this
appraisal.

-my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed , and this report has
been prepared, in conformation with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practices. 

-I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.

-no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s)
signing this certification. The subject land was appraised by the subject appraiser on April
10, 2016. I also previously appraised the subject property on April 30, 2016. I have not
performed any other services on the subject  property within the last 36 months. 

July 13, 2018

Frank Donato                                                                      Date
N. Y. S. Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Cert # 46-22996
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SUBJECT PHOTO SHEET
Aqua Vino Restaurant, Utica 

Front of Subject Property
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SUMMARY OF SALIENT FACTS

Property Location: Aqua Vino Restaurant,  
                                                                           Harbor Lock Road, Utica, N Y

Property Rights Appraised: Leased Fee

Date of Inspection:           July 13, 2018

Date of Valuation: July 13, 2018

Tax Map Number: 307.17-1-16          

Site Description       The Subject site is an “L” Shaped         
                                                                           inclining to level parcel with 340.22       
                                                                          feet of frontage along New York State   
                                                                          Barge Canal and irregular depths,         
                                                                          containing .971 acres or 42,312             
                                                                         square feet. Per attached survey, the     
                                                                         subject has a 20 foot wide easement.     
                                                                        See attached survey
                                                                                                             

Improvement Description: The subject site is improved by a two   
                                                                           story restaurant containing 8,000          
                                                                          square feet with covered outdoor patio  
                                                                          and 180 foot pier head dock wall. The   
                                                                          improvements are considered to be in   
                                                                          overall good condition. 

                                                                                              
      
Final Estimate of Value:  $ 385,000
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PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL

The purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the market value of the subject
property as of July 13, 2018.

FUNCTION OF THE APPRAISAL

The function of the appraisal is to estimate the market value of the subject for
possible sale.

PROPERTY INSPECTION

The property  was inspected on July 13, 2018 by Frank Donato for the purpose
of the appraisal. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPRAISAL

The effective date of the appraisal is April 10, 2016, the date of inspection.

OWNERSHIP HISTORY

The subject site is currently owned by City of Utica. The subject site was
purchased on July 5, 2018 from People of the State of New York. The subject parcel (
land only, improvements were owned by the City of Utica) was purchased for $ 50,000.
The sale is not considered arms-length since the subject was not exposed or marketed
to the open public.
                               

SCOPE OF APPRAISAL

The purpose of the appraisal is to determine an estimated market value. The
subject is commonly known as Aqua Vino Restaurant, Lock Harbor Road, City of
Utica, State of  New York. The public records and survey map were used to determine
legal information, ownership, and site information. The client for this report is City of
Utica, as potential seller of the property.   Users of the report will be the client only for
decisions related to the sale of the property.

Per client request all approaches to value will be considered and the results will
be reported in a summary format. The depth of discussion in this report is specific to
this report and needs of the client based on conversation with client. 
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 To determine the market value the exterior of the subject  was inspected. The
condition and description of improvements are derived from personal inspection of the
property and information provided by client.  The subject neighborhood and similar
neighborhoods in the subject marketing area were considered in the collection of
potential comparable sales and confirmed with persons familiar with the properties
and transactions.

The appraisal process is set forth to conform with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice guidelines for report writing as outlined in Standard
Rule 2-2.
            

Per client request, the appraisal will be completed with a complete analysis
considering all approaches to value and the vacant land value. The reports will be
reported in a summary format. The appraisal is not authorized for use by persons
other than client and listed users or for any other function. The appraiser is not
responsible for any unauthorized use of this report. The depth of discussion in this
report is specific to this report and the needs of the client to fulfill the purpose and
function of this report, while not resulting in a misleading or erroneous appraisal
report.

The appraisers lack the knowledge and experience with regard to the detection
and measurement of hazardous substances. Therefore, this assignment does not
cover the presence or absence of such substances as discussed in the General
Underlying Assumption section. However, any visual or obviously known hazardous
substances affecting the property will be reported, and an indication of its impact on 
value will be discussed.

The appraiser is a New York State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser        
 (Certification number 46000022996),  with more than 25 years of experience
appraising all types of residential and commercial real estate. The general certification
is the highest appraisal certification available from New York State and allows the
holder to appraise any type of property within the state regardless of use or value.
The certification ensures that the holder has completed extensive course work and
training along with a  variety of different types of appraisals and a state qualifying
exam.  

The appraiser is familiar with the subject’s marketing area and has completed
appraisals of a large scope of commercial properties including properties similar to the
subject. A list of appraisers’ qualifications are  attached in the addendum of this
report. 
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TYPE OF VALUE ESTIMATED
 
 The type of value requested by the client is market value.

MARKET VALUE DEFINITION

Market value is defined as follows: “the most probable price which a property
should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale,
the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the price
is not affected by undue stimulus.  Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale
as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions
whereby:

1.  Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
2.  Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they          

             consider their own best interests;
3.  A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial
    arrangements comparable thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold        

              unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by   
            anyone associated with the sale.”

PROPERTY RIGHTS APPRAISED

The subject improvements were leased at effective date of appraisal. The
improvements are leased from December 24, 2014 to October 31, 2022. A copy of the
lease is attached in the addendum section of this report. Since the subject is leased
with a minimum of 4+ years remaining in the base term, the subject will be valued
under leased fee estate. There is also an option for the tenant to renew the lease for
an additional five year term, however, per lease, the rent is to be re-negotiated at that
time. Leased fee estate is the value of the rights retained by the owner of the
property.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Personal property such as furniture, tools and all items not permanently
attached to the real estate are not included in this report. Trade fixtures or chattel
included in this report, based on their installation and intent of installer, will be
discussed in the improvement section of this report.
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LOCATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF SUBJECT PROPERTY

The subject property is located in the City of Utica within the County of
Oneida, State of New York.

Oneida county is in the geographic center of New York State, within a four
hour drive of 25% of the population of the nation and within 750 miles of 50% of the
population of the United Stated and Canada.

The county has a population of approximately 230,000 people with well defined
urban, suburban, and rural areas. Major employment is mostly smaller locally owned
companies with employment ranging from 5 to 75 employees. The largest employer in
the county is the Oneida Indian Nation (Turning Stone Casino).

The City of Utica, has the largest population in the county. The central part of
the city is made up mostly of older single and 2-4 family homes built between 1900
and 1925. Development within the city includes single family ranch and cape cod style
homes, mostly tract housing built just after World War II of fair to average quality, in
the norther part of the city. These homes have been moderately to well maintained
and appear to be generally n average condition. The western section has mostly older
single and 2-4 family homes build between 1900 and 1925. The quality of construction
based on period materials and workmanship is good, however the properties
generally display lower level of maintenance with many absentee landlords and an
older owner occupied population. The properties in this section of the city appear to
range from poor to average condition. The southern and eastern parts of the city are
generally older with the central section built between 1900 and 1925. The central
section of the city is mostly older 2-4 family homes made with quality period materials
and workmanship. The homes display a wide variety of condition and maintenance
ranging from poor to average. As development expanded from the central section, the
homes are predominately single family with a higher level of maintenance and recent
updates.

The subject is located in the northern section of the City of Utica along just
off of North Genesee Street. Genesee Street bisects the city dividing East Utica and
West Utica. The cities downtown district is also located along Genesee Street. The
subject immediate area is a highway/service commercial setting to fulfill the needs
of local and out-of-area tourists. The subject area connects the north and south
sections of the city for local travelers. Thruway exit 31 ( the only Thruway exit and
the major access allowing access to the Adirondack Mountains and Fulton Chain of
Lakes) is located in the immediate area. The immediate area is improved 100% by
commercial properties, containing locally owned and regional chain restaurants,
hotels/motels and gas stations/convenience stores. 
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The immediate area is also undergoing a change with the development of the
Harbor Area. The city has recently approved a group to submit plans for
development of a Harbor offshoot of the Mohawk River. Preliminary plans include
development of retail/ some type of housing ( loft apartments or condominiums) and
some type of recreational offerings. Since the final developments plans have not
been disclosed or approved, and a time-table for development has not been
established, the impact on the subject area can not be determined or speculated on.

The subject is being appraised as a vacant parcel along the east side of
Harbor Lock Road between the Erie Canal and Mohawk River. The area is bound to
the north by Weaver Street and the south by the Mohawk River. The subject parcel,
is county tax amp number 307.17-1-16. 

SITE DESCRIPTION

The following site description is based on personal inspection of the
subject property, information provided by client and information available in
public records.

The subject site, located off of Harbor Lock Road is a generally level, irregular
“L”  shaped parcel with 340.22 feet of frontage along the south side of Erie Canal with
depths of 50.95 feet and 44.93 feet. The parcel then follows a curved line 294.00 feet
and 391.12 feet with a rear dimension of 76.46 feet. The parcel contains 42,312 +/-
feet or .971 acres. 

The above parcel is encumbered by a 20 foot wide easement containing
1,581square feet or .036 acres. The subject parcel borders Harbor Lock Road.

See attached Map and Survey. 

No other easements or encroachments were observed at time of inspection.
Title documentation has not been provided or researched to determine if easements
are present. The appraisal is being completed as if no other easements exist and the
subject has marketable title with warrantee deed.

The routine inspection of the subject and nearby area disclosed no unusual
adverse conditions affecting the land, but no responsibility is accepted for
discovering or evaluating subsoil, hidden or unusual environmental conditions as
referred to in the Underlying Assumptions.

A review of the Flood Hazard Map shows that at least a portion of the property
appears to be located in a designated flood area. The subject is located in community
number 36065C panel 0752, zone C & zone A, dated September 27, 2013. Any
question regarding this designation should be referred to FEMA, whose maps are
more detailed. 
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ZONING

The subject area is zoned LC-Land Conservation by the City of Utica. The LC
is designated for areas in and around flood plains. The subject is an operating
restaurant and parking area. The uses have been in effect for a number of years and
the use is considered legal.

ASSESSMENT AND TAXES

The subject property is assessed for $ 371,250, which results in an equalized
value of $ $ 550,000 and a tax burden of $ $ 25,000 +/- per year.

IMPROVEMENT DESCRIPTION

The following improvement description is based on personal inspection of the 
interior and exterior of the property and information provided by client.  

The site is improved by a two level 8,000 squar foot restaurant facility with
upper level banquet facility with bar area and (2) half baths and lower level bar area,
dining area, (2) .5 bathrooms and commercial kitchen. The building features an
elevator servicing both levels, an outdoor patio along the water and glass wall along
the rear of the building overlooking the water.

This building is considered to be in overall good condition.

The site is also improved by a macadam parking area for 30 +/- vehicle and a
180 foot concrete pier for docking .
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Subject Photos

Front of Subject 

     Rear of Subject 
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Subject Photos

                

Subject Interior 

Subject Interior 
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Subject Photos

     Kitchen Area  

      Kitchen Area 
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    Subject Photos

    Kitchen Area 

      Kitchen Area 
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      Subject Photos

Kitchen Area

      Kitchen Area
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                                             Subject Photos

Upper Level Bar

Water Frontage 
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                                                Subject Photos

          Side Patio 

      Parking Area
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DEFINITION OF HIGHEST AND BEST USE

This definition applies to highest and best use of land as vacant and improved.
Where the site has been improved, the highest and best use may very well be
concluded to be different from the existing use. The existing use will continue;
however, unless and until land value exceeds the total value of the property in its
existing use, which relates to a change in demand or deterioration of improvements.

  The highest and best use of both land as though vacant and property as
improved must meet four criteria. The highest and best use must be (1) physically
possible, (2) legally permissible, (3) financially feasible, and (4) maximally productive.
These criteria are usually considered sequentially; a use may be physically possible,
but this is irrelevant if it is feasiblely impossible or legally prohibited.

Only when there is a reasonable possibility that one of the prior, unacceptable
conditions can be changed, the proposed use can be considered on that basis. A full
analysis may be included in the report when the conclusions are based on
techniques applied to identify the highest and best use among two or more potential
users. 

(The Appraisal of Real Estate, 10th edition by Appraisal Institute, 1992) 

    HIGHEST AND BEST USE - AS VACANT

The highest and best use of the subject parcel as improved is service
commercial development with proper government approval. 

HIGHEST AND BEST USE - AS IMPROVED

As stated earlier, the site is improved by a two story restaurant containing
8,000 +/- square feet, paved parking area and covered outdoor patio in overall good
condition. After this analysis, taking into account the size of the site, other
developmental possibilities, and quality and design of the current structures, the best
use of the property was considered to be continued use of current improvements
under current use.
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LEASE/ OCCUPANCY

At time of inspection, the subject improvements were leased from City of Utica
Industrial Development Agency to ED Ventures. The lease is attached in the
addendum section of this report. Per attached lease, the subject rent is $
3,000/month for 7 months or $ 21,000 annually with tenant responsible for utilities.
The landlord is responsible for structural repairs and exterior maintenance, insurance
and taxes.

MARKETABILITY AND EXPOSURE TIME

The exposure time of the subject, based on sales of similar properties, is
considered to be 9 -12 months. The exposure time is forecast based on professional
marketing and reasonable asking price.  The subject is encumbered by a lease as
described in this report. The lease is at a rate lower than market. This adversely
effects the subject market value and marketability since the subject has a negative
cash flow for the remainder of the lease. No other conditions were observed that
would adversely effect the marketing of the subject based on the assumptions
contained in this report. 

VALUATION ANALYSIS

In estimating the market value of the subject property, the cost, income
capitalization and sales comparison approaches to value were considered. Each
approach is defined along with an analysis as it pertains to the subject.

The cost approach is an indication of value which combines the value of the
land under its highest and best use, and the depreciated reproduction or replacement
cost of the improvements. Depreciation is the loss in value due to wear and tear,
design and plan, or neighborhood influence. The cost approach is based upon the
principle of substitution which states that a purchaser would most likely not pay more
for a property than the cost of obtaining an equally desirable substitute site, and the
cost of replacing equally desirable and useful improvements assuming no costly
delay is involved in making the substitution.

In the income capitalization approach, the projected or current rental income
from the property is shown with deductions for vacancy and collection losses and
expenses. The applicable capitalization method and appropriate overall capitalization
rates are developed and used in computations to lead to an indication of value.

The sales comparison approach or market approach is the method of
estimating value whereby the subject property is compared with similar properties
that have sold or for which listing prices or offering figures are known. The
information on typically comparable properties is used and comparisons are made to
the subject property to demonstrate a probable price if offered on the market.
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All sales are preferably located within the same marketing area or similar
neighborhoods. The sales comparison approach is a systematic procedure for
comparative analysis. Market supported adjustments are necessary to the
comparable sales since no two properties are identical. If the comparable sale
property is inferior to the subject for a particular characteristic, the sale price is
enhanced by an appropriate adjustment factor. If the comparable sale property is
superior to the subject, then the sale price is reduced by a corresponding adjustment
factor. For unit cost adjustments of square footage, the larger properties are
positively adjusted since the larger the size, the smaller the unit cost, and conversely,
smaller properties require negative adjustments since the smaller the size, the larger
the unit cost.

APPRAISAL PROBLEM

The subject site, as stated earlier, contains approximately .97 acres and is
improved by a two story commercial restaurant facility with 8,000 +/- square feet in
overall good condition.

The property will be valued using the Income Capitalization and Sales
Comparison Approaches. The Cost Approach will not be utilized due to the difficulty
in determining accrued depreciation of older structures. The land value is not
necessary to fulfill the function of this report. Also this report is being communicated
in a summary format. The exclusion of the Cost Approach and the summary format
will not result in a misleading or erroneous report.

   Site and improvements will be valued based on their contribution to the total
property. The site and improvements will be valued on a whole-to-whole basis with
individual components based on their enhancement to the entire real estate.

INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH

The Income Capitalization Approach has been applied, based on market rents,
typical vacancies for similar properties, typical market operating expenses and a
market derived overall capitalization rate to estimate the value. In appraisal
terminology, with regard to income properties, value is normally defined as “the
present worth of future rights to income.”

The value estimate using this approach is derived by estimating the market
rent of the property, deducting all applicable expenses, capitalizing the resulting net
operating income to obtain the present value of the forecasted income stream. This
method provides an objective estimate of what an informed investor would pay for
the subject property.
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  A market survey was done to determine rental rates for similar properties
within the subject’s marketing areas. Adjustments are made to the rentals for
physical characteristics and rental conditions which differ from the subject. All rental
data were verified with persons familiar with the properties. The rentals were
analyzed to determine the economic rent of the subject.

A search of the subject marketing area was completed to determine a market
rent for the commercial area.

The subject is currently leased for $ 21,000 per year ($ 2.63/sq ft)  with the
owner responsible for exterior maintenance, taxes, insurance and structural repairs.
The subject is leased from 2014 to 2022. Since the lease has more than 4 years
remaining, the actual lease price will be used, even thought the market rent is $
10.00/sq. ft. to $ 12.00/sq. ft.

VACANCY AND COLLECTION LOSS

The subject is leased to a single tenant with owner responsible for exterior
maintenance and structural repairs. The typical vacancy rate for restaurants in the
subject marketing area range from 5% to 25%. Based on the subject actual rent
being below market, the vacancy rate would be at low end of range. Based on the
above, the estimated vacancy rate for the subject under contract rent is 5%. 

      EXPENSE ANALYSIS 

As stated earlier, the subject would most likely rent on a net, net basis with
tenant responsible for gas and electric within leased space. 

Management: The typical management fee on this type of complex leased on
a  net, net  basis is 2% to 6% of effective gross income.  In this instance a
management fee of 4% is deemed adequate. As stated above, the typical market
rent for the subject is approximately $ 11.00/sq ft resulting in a typical annual market
rent of $ 88,000 and a typical management expense of $ 2,640 ( $ 88,000 x 3%)

Insurance: This expense is an owner expense, the estimated insurance
expense is $ 5,000 per year. 

Legal, Accounting, Advertizing, Etc.: This expense refers to business
charges generally incurred with building ownership. This expense includes income
tax preparation,  telephone, office expenses, annual legal expenses, etc. Since no
historic expenses are available, this will be estimated using similar properties.
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Reserve For Replacement: This item is an annual amount set aside for the
replacement of mechanical items and items that “wear out” such as the roof.
Typically the reserve is determined by the amount to replace the item is divided by
the life expectancy of the item (example- roof replacement cost $2,500, life
expectancy 20 years, therefore $125 must be set aside each year for the
replacement of the roof). The reserve can be reflected as a percentage of effective
gross income or based on the square footage of the building. For the subject property
type, a typical reserve for restaurants is $ .50/sq ft or $ 4,000 per year ( $ .50/sq ft x
8,000 sq ft ) including attached equipment.

Utilities: Per attached lease, the utilities are paid by tenant.

Maintenance: The owner is responsible for interior and exterior maintenance.
The estimated maintenance expense is $ 6,000 per year.

Taxes: As determined earlier, the estimated annual tax burden is $ 25,000. 

POTENTIAL GROSS INCOME

                  Restaurant- $ 3,000/month x 7 months  = $ 21,000

Total Annual Potential Income        =    $ 21,000
  Vacancy & Collection Loss-Commercial Area ( 5%)  = $ 1,050

        Effective gross income            =   $ 19,950
Expenses:

Management             $ 2,640
Insurance                                      5,000
Legal, acct.,etc.               2,000
Reserve & Replacement                             5,000
Maintenance                                               6,000
Taxes                                                        25,000   
    
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES               $     45,640

NET OPERATING INCOME               $    (25,690)
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The value can is generally determined in two ways using the net operating
income,  either using a debt coverage ration or a capitalization rate. The debt coverage
ration is the ratio of net operating income to annual debt service. This method works
best with market  derived ratios of net operating income to debt service. The local
market is not active enough to have enough verified ratios to apply to the subject to
achieve a reliable value indication. The capitalization method is based on a weighted
average of the constant percentage required to amortize a mortgage ( mortgage
constant) and a reasonable return on the investor equity ( equity yield). This is generally
referred to as the “band of investments technique”. The mortgage rate, amortization
period and loan-to-value ratio are those typical of local, regional and national commercial
institutions in effect as of the valuation date in this appraisal report, for properties similar
to the subject.   

CAPITALIZATION RATE

There are a number of methods to determine a capitalization rate for the subject
property, the Band of Investments will be used in this instance since market derived
capitalization rates and market derived debt coverage ratios could not be extracted from
our market. 

  
Conversation with local commercial lenders and investors were used to establish

to estimated expected equity dividend rates, loan to value ratios, equity yield rates and
overall capitalization rates. 

Loan to Value Ratio The loan to value ratio is the relationship between the
required down payment percentage of the loan and the percentage of the loan that
would be invested by a lending institution via a mortgage note. Per conversation with
local lending institutions, typical loan to value ratios for similar properties are 25% down
payment or equity investment and 75% mortgage or lender investment.

Equity Yield Rates This is the expected return to an investor for the investor
down payment. Per conversation with local investors, a rate of return range in the local
market for similar properties generally range from 10% to 15%. Based on the above, an
equity yield rate of 12 % will be used. 

Equity Dividend Rates This is the return required by the bank on the mortgage
investment. to an investor for the investor down payment. Per conversation with local
lending institutions, interest rates for similar properties generally range from 5.00 % to
7.0 %.  Based on the above, an interest rate of 6.0 % will be used. 

Term of Loan : The typical loan term in the local market is 20 years. 
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Band of Investment Technique: The band of investment technique uses a
mortgage constant multiplied and equity yield rate multiplied by the loan to value ration
to determine the capitalization rate. The mortgage constant is the amount to amortize
a $ 1.00 loan at a specific interest rate for a specific term. To determine the mortgage
constant, an interest rate of 6.0 % will be used over a 20 year term. This will be then
multiplied by the 75% to represent the lending institution portion of the total investment.
The equity portion of the capitalization rate will be determined by multiplying the
expected yield rate of 12% multiplied by the 25% investor down payment of the total
investment

BAND OF INVESTMENT TECHNIQUE
  MORTGAGE/EQUITY RATIO

Mortgage 75 X .08597*    = .06448
       Equity .25 x .12**      = .03000

            .09448

 *Mortgage constant to amortize a 20 year mortgage at 6.0 % interest
**Expected return to an investor on down payment.

INDICATED VALUE VIA THE INCOME APPROACH

The value of the subject is found by dividing the net operating income by the
overall capitalization rate.

Value = Net Operating Income ÷ Overall Capitalization Rate 

The subject has a negative net income, therefore the capitalization rate    
 can not be applied. 
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

The sales comparison approach or market approach is based upon a comparison
of prices for similar competitive properties in the same market representing arm’s length
transactions.  This approach works best in an active market where these prices serve
as good indicators of the most probable selling price of the subject property as of
valuation date.

Comparable sales are analyzed and adjusted based on property rights
conveyed, market conditions, terms of financing, conditions of sale, differences in
physical characteristics, and location.  The adjusted sales price should be what the
comparable property would have sold for if it has possessed similar characteristics of
the subject at the time of the sale.

All comparables used are closed sales which are located within the subject’s
marketing area.  Sale conditions, as well as other pertinent data, is confirmed with
listing or selling agents or other persons directly involved in the transfer. All
adjustments are market derived and based on contribution
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         SALES COMPARISON GRID   

  
SUBJECT COMPARABLE        

               1

     
COMPARABLE    
          2

    
COMPARABLE        
    3

        
Harbor Lock            
Utica

  1700       
            N James St   
              Rome 

3955     
    Edgebrook        
    New Hartford

  470         
   Whitesboro St        
  Utica 

 
Grantee

        N/A
Rasberries of Rome

 
Kellogg Station,
LLC

     Caliber
Club Realty LLC

 
Grantor

        N/A  Kessler
FamilyLLC

 Patrick
McCann

         
Food Giants,LLC

Tax
Map #

                   
    307.17-1-16

   
224.013-1-3&4 339.016-1-6

      
318.34-1-4

Sale Price
        N/A                   

$ 350,000
            

$ 520,000
               

$ 750,000

Price/SF
        N/A        

$136.51/ SF
     

$143.81/SF 
                 

   $ 76.43/ SF

Value Date
    7/13/18     

4/17/14
    

5/11/17
    2/27/17

Cond. of sale
    Normal             

Normal
             

        Normal  
                 

              Normal  

Financin
    Market      

Market
    

Market  
     Market 

Adj. Unit
Price

           N /A                  
     $ 136.51/SF

       
$143.81/SF 

                 
          $ 76.43/SF

Site Size/Loc
              

.97 Acres/ Adeq
           

.64   Ac/ Adeq           
      

3.80  Ac/ Adeq      
       -20%

               
1.39  Ac/Adeq           
          -15%

Location
      

Average  
                 

           Good             
            -30%

             
           Similar

                 
             Inferior         
           +30%   

 Blg
Size GBA

             
8,000   sq ft

                 
       2,564 sq ft         
            -15%

             
          3,616 sq ft  
           -15%

                 
           9,812 sq ft

+ 15%

Cond
    Average   Inferior    

               +20%
             

       Similar
   Similar

  
Other

Rest. 
Equipment

                 
              Similar

   
Similar

     
Similar

Net
Adjustment 

 - 25%  - 35%    +30%

Price  Per
Unit

                 
        $ 102.11/sq ft

           
$93.48/sq ft

                 
        $ 99.36/sq ft
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EXPLANATION OF ADJUSTMENTS

Building size adjustments are based on a unit cost theory of diminishing
return, which states that larger buildings generally sell for less per square foot,
requiring a positive adjustment and vise versa.

No resale of similar properties could be found to justify a trend adjustment,
therefore  no trend adjustments were made.

Comparable One
Comparable one is a restaurant building that required adjustment for superior

location in an commercial corridor in an area of similar properties.  The comparable
also required adjustment for inferior overall condition and smaller square footage.

Comparable Two
Comparable two is a restaurant building that required an adjustment for larger

site and smaller square footage.

Comparable Three 
Comparable three is a restaurant building that required adjustment for larger

site, inferior location in an area with less population and exposure and larger square
footage.

RECONCILIATION OF SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

When the comparables are reasonably adjusted, they form a range of
unit value from $ 93.48/s.f. to $ 102.11/s.f.  With equal consideration given to each
comparable, a unit value of $ 100.00/sq ft is indicated, resulting in a market value of
$ 800,000.

A market value is determined by multiplying subject square footage X unit
value:

                          8,000 s.f. X $ 100.00/s.f. = $ 800,000(R)
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                                              Comparable Sales 

    Comparable One 

Comparable 2
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     Comparable Sales 

      Comparable 3
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FINAL RECONCILIATION

The Income Capitalization Approach and Sales Comparison Approach were utilized in
estimating the market value of the subject property. These approaches to value have produced the
following indications of market value for the subject:

                                      Income Capitalization Approach: $ Negative
                                     Sales Comparison Approach:      $ 800,000

  Properties similar to the subject are generally owner occupied, however the subject is
encumbered by a lease until 2022, which is at a below market rental rate. 
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An investor in the subject property would need to purchase the subject property
with cash, since the existing lease results in a net negative cash flow and a lending
institution would most likely not lend on a property with a negative cash flow. An investor
would require a return on the purchase price. An investor, based on the current lease,
would also have an annual lost of approximately $ 26,000 ( as determined by the cash flow
analysis contained in this report). An investor would also require a return on this loss ( an
investor would require a return based on the theory of opportunity cost, and a prudent
investor would need to get a return on this investment or would invest the funds in another
property or investment that would produce a return.) Typical real estate returns are 8% -
12% on down payment or purchase price and typical annual return on investment ( annual
loss).  Based on the above, a prudent investor would require an 10% return on the annual
loss and purchase price ( the real estate expected rate of return is higher than some other
investment options based on additional risk of change in market and lack of liquidity of
real estate). It must be noted that an investor will be losing money annually for the
remainder of the lease and would most likely not be able to finance the property for the
remainder of the lease (4 years).  To arrive at the estimated “as is” market value taking into
consideration the existing lease, the indicated value via the sales comparison approach will
be used minus any investment for purchase and annual loss and return on investment for
the purchase price and annual loss. The indicated above value is $ 800,000. The annual loss
is $ 26,000 and the expected return on this annual loss is 10% ( compounded), which results
in a total expense of $ 133,000 ® ( 26,000 x 4 years with a compounded 10% return
annually). A return would also be expected on the purchase money used. Using the $
800,000 above, an expected annual return would be $ 80,000, which also must be
compounded for the four years remaining on the lease until the property could be
refinanced. Based on the above, an 10% annual return on an $ 800,000 investment
compounded annually is $ 408,000 ®. An investor investing $ 800,000 with a 10% return
over 4 years would have a net gain of $ 408,000 from that investment.  Based on the above,
the loss to an investor in the subject property is $ 133,000 ( annual $ 26,000 loss with 10%
return on that money for 4 years ) and $ 408,000 ( return if $ 800,000 was invested into
another investment or property with $ 800,000 invested over 4 years with a 10% return).
Based on the above, an investor purchasing the subject property would have a total loss of
$ 133,000 for annual loss with 10% compounded return and $ 408,000 on return on purchase
price, for a total of $ $ 541, 000. This must be deducted from the $ 800,000 value indicated
to arrive at the “as is” value considering the lease. Based on the above, the “as is” market
value considering the effects of the lease is $ 259,000 ( $ 800,000 -$ 541,000). It must be
noted that each year the value will increase as the lease has fewer remaining years and
therefore less years of loss of money. The final estimate of value would be a number
between the sales comparison approach ($ 800,000) and the $ 259,000 current value since
the value would increase and an investor would have an $ 800,000 property ( assuming the
market remains at least constant and the condition of the property is maintained ) in
approximately 4 years. Based on the above, the subject has an estimated market value of $
385,000 as of July 13, 2018. As stated above, is must be noted that the subject value would
increase each year until the lease expires then the value would be the value indicated by the
sales comparison approach.  
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